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Sommaire

Ce mémoire fait état d'un algorithme basé sur une distance pondérée et son utilisation à
l'appariement des adresses dans une application de services géo-localisés (LBS pour
Location Based Services). Le mémoire est composé de deux parties dont l'appariement des
adresses et l'application Web de recherche des services géo-localisés. Nous commençons
par une brève introduction des services géo-localisés, et nous présentons ensuite des
approches à l'appariement des adresses et les principaux objectifs et réalisations de cette
étude.

Dans la partie 1, nous présentons diverses mesures pour calculer la similitude entre deux
chaînes de caractères. Ces mesures incluent la distance de Leyenshtein, la distance de
Damerau-Levenshtein, la longue sous-séquence commune, l'erreur minimale et la distance
de Hamming, de même qu'un modèle d'espace vectoriel. En évaluant leur force et leur
faiblesse, nous introduisons un concept de pondération de termes pour effectuer
efficacement l'appariement des adresses. Nous proposons un algorithme qui combine la
distance d'édition et la pondération TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency). Nous implantons cet algorithme dans un logiciel et montrons son efficacité
via une application réelle pour la correction des adresses basée sur la norme de Postes
Canada.

Dans la Partie 2, nous nous intéressons à une application mobile de l'extraction d'adresses
pour identifier des services géo-localisés. Nous construisons un agent intelligent pour
accéder aux services géo-localisés en ligne via l'accès Internet sans fil. Un tel agent, basé
sur l'identification efficace et précise de l'adresse, peut analyser le contenu de certaines
pages Web (ex. Pages Jaunes) pour rechercher de l'information sur des services géo-
localisés. Nous proposons une ontologie basée sur une approche conceptuelle de recherche
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d'information combinée à des méthodes pour l'appariement des arbres et la classification
basée sur le plus proche voisin pour effectuer l'extraction de l'adresse à partir de textes et
de documents. Un prototype, Routelnfo Mobile LBS, est développé et testé avec succès
pour la recherche des informations géo-localisées, la cartographie et la recherche de
l'itinéraire. Une application possible de ces travaux est le marketing ciblé en combinant
avec l'exploitation des données comportementales et transactionnelles de consommateurs.
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Summary

This thesis reports a term-weighted dissimilarity algorithm and its application to address
matching in Location Based Services (LBS). It is composed of two parts: address
matching and web application of location based services. We start with a brief
introduction of location based services, the background of address matching and the main
objectives and accomplishments of this study.

In Part 1 we discuss various string similarity measures, e.g., the Levenshtein Distance, the
Damerau-Levenshtein Distance, the Longest Common Subsequence, the Searching
Minimum Errors and Hamming Distance as well as vector space model. Upon evaluating
their strength and weakness, we introduce a term-weighted dissimilarity for effective
address matching. This is a combination of edit distance similarity and Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency weighting. We implement this algorithm into a software and
show its effectiveness via a real application for address matching and correction based on
Canada Post's address standard.

In Part 2 we are concerned with a mobile application of address extracting algorithms for
location based services. We build an intelligent agent for online LBS via wireless Internet
accessing. Such an agent, based on efficient and accurate address identification, can
analyze the content of certain Web pages (ex. Yellow Pages) to search desired LBS
information. We propose an ontology-based conceptual information retrieval approach
combined with tree structure matching and the nearest neighbour methods to perform
address extraction from texts and documents. A prototype, Routelnfo Mobile LBS for
automobile drivers, is developed and tested successfully for LBS searching, mapping and
route finding. Future application to target marketing through a combination with customer
behavioural and transaction data will also be considered.
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Introduction

Location Based Service (LBS)

Location Based Service (LBS) are business and consumer services that give users a set of
services starting from the geographic location of the client. These services offer the
possibility to users or machines to find/locate other persons, machines, vehicles, resources
and also location-sensitive services, as well as the possibility for users to track their own
location. The request for location can be originated from the client himself and from another
entity such as an application provider or the network. Let us review the following two typical
LBS applications used in daily life and businesses.

Example 1: A risk assessment model in the insurance industry for premium evaluation is
based on geographic location of the policy holders. In addition to the geographic distribution
of previous claims, thé number of traffic accidents at various intersections in a city,
particularly, number of crashes involving injury and their severities, are a key component in
the modelling process. The model will produce a risk score considering the distance between
clients' location to those intersections. Thus, addresses connect interests of both the client
and the insurance company. The following map, Figure 1, illustrates the risk area based on
the top ten intersections with serious collisions [37] in Toronto listed in Table 1, over a three-
year period from 1998 to 2000. The higher risk area is represented by red color and less risk
area is represented by blue color.
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Example 2: Let us consider the 911 emergency service as an example. Upon receiving a 91 1
call, the emergence response team uses caller's phone number to locate the caller's address
first if the phone comes from a landline. Then, the emergence system will immediately
identify the nearby fire stations, patrol police vehicles and Emergency Medical Services
(EMS). At the same time, the emergence system will trigger other procedures according to
caller's situation. However, locating the caller's address is the first response and the most
important procedure. This was a sadly story [38]. When a family in Calgary called 911
because their toddler was having trouble breathing, an ambulance was dispatched to a suburb
of Toronto. Without the caller's updated address information in the database upon moving,
the ambulance lost the precious time to save the toddler's life. There are number of reasons,
but the major reason is that they used the internet-based IP telephone and they did not update
their current address after they moved to Calgary from Toronto.

Online LBS information is a valuable data source for individuals and businesses, for which
up-to-date online information is free and most of them can be easily accessible. With a
conventional Internet accessing, one can find easily local businesses and services through
online search engine such as YellowPages [22], Canada41 1 [23] or Yahoo [24]. For example,
using gasoline station as the keyword, one can find 67 results in downtown Toronto from
YellowPages. If a driver has easy access to the information on the road, he or she can then
determine where to fill the tank either by driving distance, driving time, gas price or
familiarity with the neighbourhood. On-demand home care and senior care services are also
growing application of LBS,.

Problems of the Address Matching and Correcting

Address matching and correcting are widely used in daily life and business applications. They
vary from as simple as finding a relocated friend to mission critical response to a 911 call.
Accurate address information is critical to almost all businesses and organizations.
Traditionally they are part of business operations for companies with direct customer contact,
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e.g., financial and insurance institutions, telecom and cable companies, ... Today even
retailers engage their customers more directly either through loyalty programs or online
stores that require smart address management systems. Address management is an on-going
and dynamic process. It is also a big challenge for many businesses, as errors, standards and
usages in addressing occur and vary constantly. In addition, people move around all the time
and their addresses change along.

For example, Census 2006 shows that the Canada's population reached 31,612,897 [40] and
40.9% population moved within previous 5-years [35]. And there were 1,109,980 persons
immigrated to Canada between 2001 and 2006 [39]. As a result of address problems, Canada
Post estimates that more than 140 million pieces of mail are incorrectly addressed annually,
There are 72% of them caused by movers, 27% caused by inaccurate addresses and 1%
caused by deceased. Therefore, there will be always dynamic changes in the customer base.
Address matching and correcting should be an integrated part of a customer database.

Address matching and correcting is used to be considered as part of the Geographic
Information System. As companies move from products/services focused to customer-centric,
databases and customer information in different divisions need to be focused to create holistic

view of the customer across the corporation. For example, a retail bank may have the same
customer registered at different stages with different divisions in different databases, from
checking/saving accounts, credit card, investment/wealth management to insurance products.
Address matching and correcting are the foundation for fusing various customer databases
and gaining customer insight as well as optimizing business operations. Many businesses and
organizations have set address information management as their top priority.

Since address is often the only linkage among diverse databases, similarity measurement of
addresses via comparison techniques, is the central piece in data cleaning and multi-sources
data merging process. A popular application of address matching is Geo-coding, i.e.,
attaching latitude and longitude to an address for identifying location of the address on a
digital map and tagging it in a Geographic Information System (GIS) for other applications.
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Geo-coded addresses are linked to geographic areas recognized and coded by the Standard
Census Geography from Statistics Canada [30]. Political and administrative areas in Canada
are provinces, Census Division, Census Sub-Divisions, Census Tracts, Dissemination Areas,
Census Blocks, Health Regions and school districts. For example, suppose we want to find
location of Manifold Data Mining Ine [3 1 ] with the civic address:

501 Alliance Ave., Suite 205
Toronto, ON M6N 2Jl

Using an online mapping portal, e.g., Yahoo Maps [26], MapQuest [27] and Google Maps
[25], we can key in the 6-digit postal code "M6N 2Jl" which represents typically in the urban
area a block face, i.e., one side of a street between two intersections, the mapping portal will
capture the 6-digit postal code, match it with the one in its database and attach a geo-code
(latitude, longitude) to it and map it (display the coordinates on its map). If we use the street
address, a simple interpolation method can be used to approximate the geo-code of this
address when a street geographic information system is available where the street network is
already mapped within the geographic coordinate space. Each street segment is attributed
with address ranges (e.g. a segment of house numbers). Geo-coding takes the address,
matches it to a street and specific segment. Geo-coding then interpolates the position of the
address, within the range along the segment.

The segment along this block face with odd house number (south side) of Alliance Ave runs
from 391 to 501. Therefore, 501 Alliance Ave. is located at the end of the segment. A geo-
code will be assigned to this address and a point would be mapped at that location along the
street with some distance to the south of the street centerline. For the address 45 1 Alliance

Ave, the middle point of the segment will be chosen as its geo-code. As we can see, the
address matching is the most important processing step in the address Geo-coding. Since the
address is matched by the terms of address number, street name, city and province, data
quality in address information system has a significant impact on the accuracy of Geo-coding.
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On the other hand, ambiguity, errors, misspellings and abbreviations are inevitable in address
information system. For examples,

1) street type, "Boulevard", is abbreviated as "Blvd" by Canada Post. However "Bl" and
"Bv" are acceptable abbreviation used by other companies. "Bd", an incorrect
abbreviation, is also used in some addresses;

2) mismatches of street types, e.g., road, street, boulevard, crescent, court, drive, ...;
3) misspellings and typos ...; .
4) the street "Alliance Ave" can be associated with the community "York, Ontario" or

"Toronto, Ontario". Both are correct and used in practice;
5) multiple streets with same name can occur as a result of annexation of small

communities into a large city. For instance, the same name of street "BRIGHTON
AVE" locates at two communities North York and Downtown in the city of Toronto.
The two streets are showed on the following map in Figure 2. If you use the online
maps to search the address, "22 BRIGHTON AVE, TORONTO, ON", you will get
the different locations shown in Table 2.

Online Maps Address Searching Results Community Mapping

Yahoo Maps 22 BRIGHTON AVE, TORONTO, ON, M4M Downtown Correct Location

22 BRIGHTON AVE, NORTH YORK, ON, M3H North York Wrong Location

MapQuest 22 BRIGHTON AVE, TORONTO, ON, M4M Downtown Correct Location

22 BRIGHTON AVE, NORTH YORK, ON, M3H North York Wrong Location

Google Maps 22 BRIGHTON AVE, TORONTO, ON North York Wrong Location

Table 2 - Address Searching Result by Internet Maps
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Figure 2 - Two "Brighton Ave" Streets in the City ofToronto

The efficiency of an information processing infrastructure is greatly affected by the quality of
the data residing in its databases. Poor data quality is the result of a variety of reasons,
including data entry errors (e.g., typing errors), poor integrity constraints and multiple
conventions for recording database fields (e.g., company names, addresses). This has a
significant impact on a variety of business operations, such as customer relationship
management (e.g., inability to retrieve a customer record during a service call), billing errors
and distribution delays. As a result, automatic data cleaning techniques have been pursued
actively both in academia and business applications in the recent years.

Spell checking is one way to correct misspelled words in an address if a standard reference
address library has been created, maintained and updated currently that captures ongoing
increase of new addresses and alternation of old addresses. However, the challenge is that
most organizations still have the huge amount of non-standard address data which is
accumulated by data collection at various customer touch points, from unstructured or semi-
structured documents within business operations, billing systems, customer care centers, or
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web pages, as well as data integration from multiple data sources. Therefore, we still need to
search a lot of non-standard addresses even they are free of spelling errors. Data cleansing
and de-duplication are the urging tasks for many organizations to keep their data reliable.
They are eagerly looking for the reliable technologies and staffs to cleanse and maintain then-
address management system.

Objectives

Focused on address correction, address de-duplication, and address standardization, we are
looking for convenience tools and related applications. We are interested in techniques for
address matching and address comparison to help us correct or standardize the addresses. We
regard a detail address dataset based on the standard street information of Canada Post
Corporation [29] as our address reference. It contains house number, street name, street type,
street direction, city, province, and postal code. We want to standardize and validate all
customers' address data according to this reference addresses. For example, there is a
customer's address may content the suite information, "22 ELKHORN DRIVE, SUITE 336,
TORONTO, ONTARIO M2K 1J4". First, we split unit, house number, street name, street
type, street direction, city, province, and postal code from the address. We then abbreviate the
street type "DRIVE" to "DR" and the province "ONTARIO" to "ON". Finally we separate
the suite information "SUITE 336" from the address. After those address standardization

steps, we can validate this address by matching with the address reference "22 ELKHORN
DR, TORONTO, ON M2K 1 J4". The address standardization may require extensive resource
if there are lots of non-standard or wrong addresses in the list.

Using string similarity techniques, we can directly calculate the string similarity between the
client's address string and the reference address string. Instead of comparing house number,
street, city and province, we can use character comparison to measure the character similarity
of addresses. Combining the Edit Distance and Vector Space Model, we propose a Term
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Weighted Dissimilarity algorithm to calculate the string similarity between two addresses for
the address correction and address standardization.

Similarly, we are also interested in techniques for building smart agents that help automate
the searching of online LBS information. Such an agent can extract the LBS information by
identifying their addresses from web pages. Web pages often have many non-address
contents, and the different websites often use different styles to present their web pages. So
we can not simply use the keywords or the HTML tags to locate where LBS address
information is. If we verify all contents as potential addresses, it would be greatly increase
the load of address identification. Thus the address matching techniques are not directly
applicable to extraction of addresses from web pages.

So let's us consider the patterns in the address reference database. Postal address can be
considered as an ontology domain of address concepts: province, municipality, street and
street number. We can extract the address concepts from web pages, and then identify
possible addresses among those address concepts. By comparing with standard address
structures, the address can be identified more effectively. We propose an ontology-based
conceptual information retrieval method to perform address extracting from unstructured
texts. This approach overcomes many of difficulties encountered by keywords matching
approaches.
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Related Works

The most common application of approximate matchers until recently has been spell
checking. They are used in fraud detection, fingerprint analysis, plagiarism detection,
ontology merging, image analysis, evidence-based machine learning, database de-duplication,
data mining, Web interfaces, e.g. Ajax-style suggestions as you type. They have become an
integrated part of information integration process including data integration, semantic
knowledge integration, etc. With the availability of large amounts of DNA data, matching of
nucleotide sequences has also become an important application. Approximate matching is
also used to identify pieces of music from small snatches and to filter spam emails.

Spell checking, sound like a simple and straight forward task, is directly related to a more
sophisticate concept of string metrics, i.e., similarity metrics. There are textual based
measures that lead to a similarity or dissimilarity (distance) score between two text strings for
approximate matching or comparison. In other words, a string metric provides a floating
point number indicating an algorithm-specific indication of string similarity. For example, the
strings "Sam" and "Samuel" can be considered (although not the same) to a degree similar.

A powerful similarity string metric can have significant impact on the society, as what
Euclidean distance as a numeric metric induced for the rise of science and technology. The
success of Google as a search engine can be traced back to an advanced algorithm for
identifying similarities among websites and online documents, particularly for tracking
whether a webpage has been changed in the certain time span in order to determine whether
and how much the archived info about the page should be updated. This is accomplished by
automatic identification and selection of key words, often one or two, of the current webpage
and their similarity (distance) to those of the webpage in the previous time interval. A low
similarity score will trigger an archiving procedure.

Proper measurement techniques of string similarity are essential to the success of spell
checking, data cleansing and de-duplication process. We will start with the standard string
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similarity metrics, such as edit distance, to quantify differences between two strings. Of
special interests are techniques of string matching for finding approximate matches to a
pattern in a string. The closeness of a match is measured in terms of the minimum number of
primitive operations necessary to convert the string into an exact match. This number is
called the edit distance — also called the Levenshtein distance — between the string and the

pattern. The standard primitive operations are:
1) Insertion (e.g., changing cot to coat).
2) Deletion (e.g. changing coat to cot).
3) Substitution (e.g., cot to coat where NULL has been substituted by 'a', coat to cot

where 'a' has been substituted by NULL, coat to cost where 'a' has been substituted by
's1).

4) Transposition (Changing cost to cots in which the positions of two letters in the string
are swapped).

String similarity metrics are also essential to web based LBS systems which rely heavily on,
for instance, information retrieval (IR) [1] and information extraction (IE) approaches. The
recent advance has been around a better understanding of the target text, which enables
information extraction (IE) application to remove the requirement that the extraction rules
have to be adapted for a specified domain, and be integrated with a self-learning process of
the rules. WHISK [18] is designed to handle extraction from free text by learning text
extraction rules automatically; however it has to operate in conjunction with a syntactic
analyzer and a semantic tagger to learn extraction rules for unstructured text.

Recent research on content-based information retrieval (IR) focuses on conceptual analysis of
unstructured texts on the Web. In such conceptual information retrieval systems, researchers
tend to utilize the domain ontology as a conceptual structure to accomplish concept extraction
by combining human knowledge and computing techniques. Mapping the words onto a set of
predefined concepts (knowledge) is one efficient way to discover a text's underlying
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meanings. As an example, using conceptual graphs for representing the text content, it could
discover detailed patterns [8].

In this thesis, we propose a new string approximate similarity algorithm for address
matching. We also propose an ontology-based address identification for online LBS
information retrieval. In Chapter 1 we introduce two basic techniques of string similarity
method, Edit Distance and Vector Space Model. In Chapter 2 we propose a new algorithm,
Term Weighted Dissimilarity, and then we discuss its implementation and performance of
address approximate matching system. We present in Chapter 3 our address extraction
method and Routelnfo Mobile LBS system. Finally, in Chapter 4 we summarize the
conclusion and describe future works.
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Chapter 1

String Similarity

Most traditional methods for calculating string similarity can be roughly separated into two
groups: character-based techniques and vector-space based techniques. The former rely on
character edit operations, such as deletions, insertions, substitutions and subsequence
comparison, while the latter transform strings into vector representation on which similarity
computations are conducted.

String similarity is a score measuring how similar or different two text strings are. The score
is defined normally by an approximate matcher. Approximate matchers differentiate
themselves in defining measures or constraints. For examples, some matchers use a single
unit cost, that is, the total number of primitive operations necessary to convert the match to
the pattern. For example, if the pattern is 'cat', 'hat' differs by one substitution, 'chat' by one
insertion, 'at' by one deletion, and 'cow' by two substitutions. If all operations count as a
single unit of cost and the limit is set to one, The candidates, 'hat', 'chat', and 'at', will count as
good matches while 'cow' will not. Other matchers specify the number of operations of each
type separately, while still others set a total cost but allow different weights to be assigned to
different operations. Some matchers allow separate assignments of limits and weights to
individual groups in the pattern.

Vector space model is commonly used for the document ranking and document
categorization. The logic of VSM is based on the fact that if two strings share unusual
elements, then they are likely be similar. This metric has been used mainly in the analysis of
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text mining. A document is represented as a vector. Each dimension corresponds to a separate
term. Typically terms are single words, keywords, or longer phrases. Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting is commonly calculated as the term weight
in the vector. Cosine similarity is to measure the similarity between the document vectors.

While the string similarity works at micro-level to find best matches for text strings, a vector
space model functions at the macro-level to identify best matches for documents. For
convenience, we will review briefly in this chapter some major measures for edit distance and
vector space similarity.

1.1 Edit Distance

String similarity is to measure how similar or different two text strings are. Typically, edit
distance between two strings of characters is the minimum number of operations required to
transform one of them into the other. The following are four different ways to define an edit
distance:

1) The Levenshtein distance allows insertions, exclusions and replacements.
2) The Damerau-Levenshtein distance is the extension of Levenshtein which allows

transpositions.
3) The Longest Common Sequence allows only insertions and exclusions; it is used to

find the biggest common shared sequence between strings.
4) The Hamming distance only accepts character replacements; it is used often to detect

wrongly written words.

1.1.1 Levenshtein Distance

The Levenshtein distance between two strings is given by the minimum number of operations
needed to transform one string into the other, where an operation is an insertion, deletion, or
substitution of a single character. This type of edit distance is also called unit-cost edit
distance, since each operation has the cost 1 . Levenshtein edit distance is the most common
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algorithm of edit distance. Edit distance is to measure the similarity of two strings by finding
their minimum number of differences. Typically, it is applied for spell checkers, character
correction, and etc.

Levenshtein distance can be computed by a dynamic programming algorithm, using a
(m + 1) x (n + 1) matrix, where m and ? are the lengths of the two strings. This formula is
based on the Wagner-Fischer algorithm for edit distance. We compute the Levenshtein
distance edL that takes two strings S of length m, and P of length ? . Let D is the (m + 1) x
(n + 1) matrix, in which each cell D[i,j] will hold the minimum number of operations
needed to transform S1 ¿ to P1 ; for i = 1. . m and y = 1. . ?.
D[i,0] = i, D[OJ]=J. (1)

yi'n Il + min(D [i -IJ-I], D [i - IJ], D [i,j- I]), otherwise.
So at the end of matrix, D[m, n] is the value of the Levenshtein distance edL(S, P). Figure 3
illustrates the algorithm to compute the Levenshtein distance edL (S, P) = 3 between the
string 5 = "ACTION" and P = "CATON".

H

ACT I ON

Figure 3 - Levenshtein Distance

Beside spell checking where to estimate which word (from a dictionary) is meant when an
unknown word is encountered, Levenshtein distance is used in biology to find similar
sequences of nucleic acids in DNA or amino acids in proteins. It is also applied to estimate
the proximity of dialect pronunciations, and to evaluate and discover good translation works.
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1.1.2 Damerau-Levenshtein Distance

Damerau-Levenshtein distance is an extension of the Levenshtein distance. It is used to refer

to an edit distance that allows multiple edit operations including transpositions. Damerau-
Levenshtein distance between two strings describes the minimum number of operations
required to transform one string to the other, where an operation is defined as an insertion,
deletion, or substitution of a single character, or a transposition of two characters.

Given two strings S of length m, and P of length n, the algorithm for calculating Damerau-
Levenshtein distance edD between S and P is shown as follows. Let D is the (m + 1) X (n +
1) matrix, in which each cell D[i,j] will hold the minimum number of operations needed to
transform S1J to P1^ for i = l..m andj = l..n. The (P;_1..;)r is represented as the
transposition of two characters.
D[I1O] = I1D[O1J]=J. (2)

D[I-IJ-IUfS1 = Pj.
D[iJ] = 1 1 + min(D[/ - 2J - 2],D[i - IJlD[IJ - I]) , if S^1.., = (P,_w)r.

1 + min(D[i - IJ - l],D[i - IJ]1 D[iJ - I]) ,otherwise.
At the end of matrix, D[m,n] is the value of the Damerau-Levenshtein distance edD (S1 P) .
Figure 4 illustrates the algorithm to compute the Damerau-Levenshtein distance edD (S, P) =
2 between the string S = "ACTION" and P = "CATON".

O

N

H

Figure 4 - Damerau-Levenshtein Distance

Over 80% of all human misspellings can be attributed to the operations: insertion, deletion, or
substitution of a single character, or a transposition of two characters. Damerau-Levenshtein
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distance is an effective measure of human misspellings to improve applications such as spell
checkers. Damerau-Levenshtein distance has also been used in biology to measure the
variation between DNA.

1.1.3 Longest Common Subsequence
The Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) measure is to find a maximum length of common
subsequence of two or more strings. The LCS distance is a special case of edit distance,
which allows only insertions and exclusions. To illustrate the longest common subsequence
edLCS that takes two strings S of length m, and P of length n, let D be a (m + 1) x (n + 1)
matrix, in which each cell D[i,j] will hold the maximum length subsequence between S1j
and P1J for i = 1. . m, and; = 1. . ?.
D[i,0] = O1D[OJ] = O. (3)

DU ?={ D[i-lJ-l] + lJf S1 = Pj.J lmax(D [t - IJ], D [ij - I]) , otherwise.
At the end of matrix, D[m,n] is the value of the longest common subsequence edLCS(S,P).
Figure 5 illustrates the algorithm to compute the longest common subsequence
edLCS{S, P) = 4 between the string S = "ACTION" and P = "CATON".

O

H

Figure 5 - Longest Common Subsequence

1.1.4 Searching Minimum Errors
Instead of computing the edit distance which is the total cost of transforming between strings
S and P, we can find approximate occurrences of 5 somewhere inside?. The algorithm is
based on Levenshtein distance, and the only difference is that we allow that any text position
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can be a potential start of a match. We employ an empty pattern matches with zero errors at
any text position by changing the boundary condition D[O,;'] = j to D[OJ] = 0. In this case
we have D [i, j] = min ( ed^S-u, Ph--j)) for h<j with the Levenshtein distance. To
compute this error distance edER that takes two strings 5 of length m, and P of length n., let
D be the (m + 1) x (n + 1) matrix, in which each cell D[i,j] will hold the minimum number
of operations needed to transform S1 ¿ to Ph___,· for i = 1. . m, j = 1. . ? and h < j.
D[i,0] = i,D[0J] = 0. (4)

v .-, Í D[I-IJ-I]JfS1 = Pj.[l,Ji Il + min(D [i-lJ-l],D[i- IJ], D [ij - I]) , otherwise.
Let ed¿fi = min (D[rn, I]. . D[m, n]), we could find the minimum potential errors of string S.
So at the end of matrix, D[m,n] is the value of the minimum errors distance ed'ER (S, P).
Figure 6 illustrates the algorithm to compute the minimum errors distance edER(S,P) =
2 between the string S = "ACTION" and P = "CATON".

I A

O N

Figure 6 - Searching Minimum Errors
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1.1.5 Hamming Distance
Hamming distance aims to measure the differences in the strings of same length. In other
words, it measures the minimum number of substitutions required to transform one string into
the other. Hamming distance can be calculated by XOR for binary strings. In
telecommunication, it is to detect error of the signal by counting the number of flipped bits in
a fixed-length binary word, and it is also applied in biology and critical embedded network.
For example, the Hamming distance between:

• 1101001 and 1011101 is 3.
. 2513470 and 2953410 is 3.

1.2 Vector Space Model

Vector Space Model (VSM) "is commonly applied for the document ranking and document
categorization. A document is represented as a vector. Each dimension corresponds to a
separate term. Typically terms are single words, keywords, or longer phrases. The
dimensionality of the vector is the number of unique words in the documents if the words are
chosen to be the terms. Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting is
commonly calculated as the term weight in the vector.

The similarity in vector space models is determined by using associative coefficients based
on the inner product of the document vector and query vector, where word overlap indicates
similarity. The inner product is usually normalized. The most popular similarity measure is
the cosine coefficient, which measures the angle between the document vector and the query
vector. Other measures are e.g., Jaccard and Dice coefficients.

1.2.1 TF-IDF Weighting
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is a statistical weight used in
information retrieval and text mining. It is to distinguish the important words from common
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words in the document collection. Using TF-IDF, we can determine the important words in a
given document, as those words appear the very frequently in that document and they appear
rarely in other documents.

Term Frequency is to give a measure of the importance to the term t¿ within the particular
document dj . It is based on the term count and normalized by the total number of terms in
that document. The term frequency, tfj, is defined as follows.

ni i

Here n¿; is the count number of term (t¿) in a given document dj, and the denominator is the
total number of terms in document dj. Apparently tf¿ j is the proportion of the term count in
that document. If a term occurs very frequently in a document, it has a higher term frequency.

Inverse Document Frequency is to measure the importance of the term t¿ in the whole
collection of documents. It is based on the logarithm of term frequency in all documents. The

inverse document frequency, idfj, is defined as follows.

¿d¿ = Í0<?K^ (6)
Here \D\ is the total number of documents, the denominator |{t¿ (? d}\ is the number of
documents in which the term t¿ is appeared. If a term occurs in all documents, the value of

|{t¿ E d}\ equals |D|, and the value of idfj equals zero which is result of log(l). So, this
term will be filtered out as the common word.

The TF-IDF weight is defined as follows.

TF-lDFij^tftjXidfi (7)
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A high weight in TF-IDF is reached by a high term frequency in the given document and a
low document frequency of the term in the whole collection of documents. The TF-IDF value
for a term will always be greater than or equal to zero.

1.2.2 Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity is to measure the similarity between two vectors of ? dimensions by
comparing the deviation of angles between the vectors. Instead of calculating the angle
between the vectors, cosine similarity is defined by cosine of the angle between the vectors.
Given two vectors of attributes, A and B, the cosine similarity, ? , is represented using a dot

product and magnitude as

COSÍ0) = (8)V J WAWWBW y '

The value of cosine similarity ranges from -1, meaning exactly opposite, to 1, meaning
exactly the same direction. If cosine similarity equals zero, two vectors are orthogonal and
have no match. Comparing two documents in vector space model, the attribute vectors A and
ß are usually the term frequency vectors of the documents. Cosine similarity is calculated by
the weight of matching terms and it is also normalized by the weight of all terms. The cosine
similarity of two documents will range from 0 to 1, since the TF-IDF weights are greater than
or equal to zero. The angle between two term frequency vectors cannot be greater than 90°.
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1.3 Previous Work

String similarity metrics were also used for the duplicate detection problem. Bilenko et. al.
[5] presented a framework for improving duplicate detection using trainable measures of
textual similarity in Adaptive Duplicate Detection Using Learnable String Similarity
Measures (2003). They proposed two learnable distance measures, a learnable string edit
distance with affine gaps and a novel vector-space based measure that employs a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) for training. Koudas et. al. [7] also used TF-IDF based flexible string
matching to de-duplicate records on large databases in Flexible String Matching Against
Large Databases in Practice (2004). They proposed a number of enhancements to calculate
the similar weight against company name and address columns.
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Chapter 2

Approximate Address Similarity

Address matching is a process that compares an address or a list of addresses to the location
attributes of a reference database to determine whether a particular address falls within an
address range associated with a feature in the reference dataset. If an address falls within a
feature's address range, it is considered a match and a location can be returned. Multiple
matches are possible and allowed as address matching is rarely a fully automated,
computerized process. The typical problems in address matching are

• Inconsistencies between a digital map and address list of the reference database;
• Inaccuracies or inconsistencies in the file of addresses to be matched;

• Errors in digital map attributes;
• Errors in digital road geometry and topology;
• Inefficiency in algorithms matching the address list to the reference database.

Here we are interested in computer algorithms for improving address-matching scores, and in
turn the proportion of addresses that are correctly matched. We'll use approximate string
similarity technologies for address matching and address correcting, particularly, for finding
misspellings, omission and abbreviations in the addresses. Similarity technologies have their
own advantages and limitations. In many situations, the final judgment by an experienced
technician is still needed. Unlike the document similarity or spelling correcting, the address
matching requires more efforts on exactly string matching. In many cases, a good matched
candidate, according to their similarity, can be significantly better than other candidates. For
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instance, the potential address candidate 'SEVENTH AVE N YORKTON SK' is better than
' 7TH AVE N SASKATOON SK' and ' FIFTH AVE N YORKTON SK' if we try to match a
misspelled street name '7TH AVE N YORKTON SK'.

Our objective is to develop a technology for searching potential matching address candidates
by associating the candidates with a similarly matching score. By their similarly matching
scores, we will be able to find the best candidate within the top 5-10 candidates. Our
approach is based on a combination of the string edit distance and TF-IDF term weight
technologies. We call it the Term-Weighted Dissimilarity method.

2.1 Comparison of Edit Distance and Vector Space Model

Among the approaches for the approximate address matching we are interested in edit
distance and vector space similarity. We try to use both of them to calculate the address
similarity for address matching. Let's consider the key characteristics of these two
techniques.
Based on the character or unit cost, edit distance is the most simple and effective way for
comparing two addresses. It can be easily implemented. Using edit distance, we can achieve
very good matching accuracy if the number of errors in the searched address is small.
However, using edit distance, we may also encounter a lot of difficulties in address matching.
If a searched address has many errors or missing information, we could find lots of similar
matching addresses, and we could fail to identify the best matching address. On the other
hand, matching of street name is more effective than matching of street type, since the street
type is usually missing in many incomplete or error addresses. For example, suppose the
searched address is "354 ROUGE HL TORONTO ON", we can find a number of matching
addresses and rank them according to their edit distance, shown in Table 3. "354 ROUGE
HILLS DR TORONTO ON" is the best matching address for its matching of street name is
better than others. However, it is not ranked at the top position for its edit distance is not
smallest. We need review more matching addresses to find the best matching address.
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354 ROUGE HL TORONTO ON

354 GRANGE PL TORONTO ON

354 RIDGE DR TORONTO ON

354 RODEN PL TORONTO ON

354 YONGE ST TORONTO ON

354 DOURO ST TORONTO ON

354 FEE PL TORONTO ON

354 FOURTH ST TORONTO ON

354 GEORGE ST TORONTO ON

354 HOPE ST TORONTO ON

354 ROUGE HILLS DR TORONTO ON

Edit Distance Matching
No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Table 3 - Matching Addresses by Edit Distance

We split the address string into multi-sets of terms or keywords and each term represents
dimension of address vector. We can then use vector space model to compare the addresses.
According to the term frequency of street name is smaller than that of street type, direction,
municipality and province in all reference addresses; we obtain the TF-IDF weight of street
name larger than others. Therefore, using VSM comparison, the street name will play a more
important role in the address matching. Similarly, using VSM, we also find the limitations for
address matching. The order in which the terms appear in the address is lost in the vector
space representation. However, the order of address term should not be ignored at some
situations. For example, the term "ST", the prefix of street name in "ST MARKS" could not
be matched with the street type in "MARK ST".

Let us use VSM to find the most similar address in our reference database for an incorrect

address "22 ST MARK TORONTO ON". Table 4 shows a number of matching addresses
ranked according to their VSM similarity. Most of similar addresses are matched by the
similar street name "ST MARK" or "MARK ST". But the best matching address, "22 SAINT
MARKS DR TORONTO ON", is not ranked in the top 10 matched addresses.
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22 ST MARK TORONTO ON

22 MARK ST TORONTO ON

22 MARK ST LONDON ON

22 ST MARK PL BRAMPTON ON

22 ST MARK DR MAPLE ON

22 MARK ST PETERBOROUGH ON

22 ST MARK DR VAUGHAN ON

22 MARK ST SUDBURY ON

22 MARK ST AURORA ON

22 ST MARK S RD WINDSOR ON

COUNTY RD 22 ST BERNARDIN ON

VSM

0.7649685

0.6253339

0.6001812

0.6001435

0.5952633

0.5938237

0.5936533

0.5766259

0.5697986

0.5517432

Matching
No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Table 4 - Matching Addresses by VSM

2.2 Term-Weighted Dissimilarity Algorithms

We combine the advantages of Edit Distance and VSM for approximate address matching.
By embedding the TF-IDF weighting in Edit Distance, we aim to enhance the address
matching accuracy of Edit Distance. In the term-weighted metric, we first measure the
similarity of address characters based on the edit distance. Next, we split the address into
multi-sets terms and assign their TF-IDF weighting which is based on reference matching
addresses. We then measure the similarity of address terms based on edit distance. We
calculate the edit distance of address terms based on the total TF-IDF weight of different
address terms instead of number of different address terms. Finally, the term-weighted
dissimilarity is defined as a weighted average of differences of address characters and address
terms. The detail procedure for calculating the term-weighted dissimilarity is given as
follows.

Step 1. First, we scan the reference address database and generate pre-defined address terms
and their TF-IDF weight. To do this, we transform each matching address P in the reference
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address database into address terms Pf = T1 ··· T1, by splitting the address string based on the
space or other punctuation characters. We then calculate the TF-IDF weight of each address
term T¿. As the street name is usually less frequently appeared in the reference addresses than
the same municipality name or province name, the TF-IDF term weight of a street name is
higher than that of other names.
Step 2. We measure the proportion of different characters using edit distance. To do this, we
transform the searched address S and matching address P into the letter-and-number-only
strings S' and P' by removing the space and any other characters like &, #, —, ', and etc. We
then count number of the different characters in S' if we transform S' into P' using edit
distance. Finally, we normalize the number of different characters by the length ofS' . So, we
define the character dissimilarity R by

D/-C D^ s'-s'np'R(s'p)=n^v (9)
Apparently R(S, P) G [0,1]. Here A = O means that searched address S and matching
address P may be the same address, or that searched address S may be the subset of matching
address P. On the contrary, R = I means that two addresses 5 and P are completely
differrent.

Step 3. We measure the proportion of different address terms using edit distance and TF-IDF
term weighting. To do this, we split searched address 5 and matching address P into a
sequence of address terms S' = T1 ··· T? andPf = T1 — Tf by the space or other
punctuation characters. We then measure the TF-IDF weight of different address terms in
P f if we transform 5f into Pt using edit distance. Finally, we normalize the TF-IDF weight of
different address terms by the total TF-IDF weight of P1 . So, we define the term
dissimilarity R * by

Rt(S1P)= P-^ (,o,
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Similarly, R4CS, P) e [O , 1], If ßf = O means that matching address P may be the same or
subset of the searched address S. On the other hand, /?f = 1 means that two addresses
S and P are completely different.

Compared with character dissimilarity, term dissimilarity is not based on the number of
different address terms. Rather, it is based on the summary of different address terms' TF-
IDF weight. For example, we compare the searched address S and matching reference
address P. The term difference (P* — StDPt) is the total weight of different address terms in
address P, shown in Table 5. The term dissimilarity is calculated by normalizing the term
difference by total weight of address P.

Address S

354
ROUGE

HL

TORONTO

ON

Address P
Address Term

354

ROUGE
HiLLS

DR

TORONTO

ON

Term Weight
11.195571
6.18327
6.015193

2.544852
3.420295

1.105739

Amount:

Term Difference

6.015193
2.544852

8.560045

Table 5 - Address Term Comparison

Step 4. We define and compute the address dissimilarity based on the differences of address
characters and address terms. The term weighted dissimilarity, D (S, P), is a weighted average
of the character dissimilarity R and the term dissimilarity R{.

D(S1P) =
mR+nR

m+n

t

(H)

Pre-defined parameters (m, n) are used to give different importance to the address characters'
dissimilarity and the address terms' dissimilarity. The smaller the number of term weighted
dissimilarity is, the more similar the two addresses are.
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2.3 Software Implementation

2.3.1 Address Reference Database

The address reference data is based on the standard civic addresses [36] of the Canada Post
Corporation. Table 6 below is an example of the address reference data for the postal codes
{M6N 2H8, M6N 2Jl, M6N 2J2, M6N 2J4, M6N 2J5}. It contains a total of 10 fields of
street number range, street, community name, city name, province and postal code. The SEQ
field is the type of odd or even number in the street number range and odd or even number is
also located at the different sides of the street. The STRFROM and STRTO fields are the

start number and the end number of the street number range. The TYPE and DIRECTION
fields are the abbreviations of street type and street direction. In order to minimize the dataset
size of the address reference dataset, we do not consider the detailed street number as a

member of pre-defined address term.

SEQ I STR FROM STR TO STSJMAME I TYPE 1 DIRECTION I COMM NAME CITY PROV POSTCODE

370

391

456

..550
562

...500

...501.,
456

560

616

ALLIANCE
ALLIANCE

ALLIANCE
ALLIANCE

AVE

AVE

AVE

AVE

ALLIANCE I AVE

YORK

YORK

YORJK.
YORK

YORK

TORONTO

TORONTO

TORONTO

TORONTO

TORONTO

ON

ON

ON

M6N2H8

M6N2J1

M6N2J2

ON

ON

M6N2J4

M6N2J5

Table 6 - Postal Code Reference Data

There are three steps to create related tables of address reference database used in
approximated address matching software.

Step 1. We create the street identity table which contains a total of 7 fields, strid, street
name, street type, street direction, community name, city and province. The STRID field is
the identity number. There are totally 291,229 distinct streets. Table 7 below is an example of
the street identity table based on postal code reference data shown in Table 7.
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STRJD STR..NAMS TYPE. DIRECTION GOMM HMMt GÎTY PROV

203954 I ALLIANCE !AVE | !YORK !TORONTO

Table 7 - Street Identity Table
ON

Step 2. We set up the term weight table and the street term detail table. We split the distinct
streets into the token of keywords by the space or other special characters like &, #, —, ', etc.
Thereafter, we compute the keyword's IDF weight in the term weight table and TF-IDF
weight in the street term detail table. Table 8 illustrates various weights associated with the
keywords. Apparently, the less frequent a term, the higher the weight as uniqueness
eliminates ambiguous. The street term detail table, shown in Table 9, is used for quickly
keyword searching.

TERW ID KEYWORD COUMT I TPF;W6fGHT
2523 , ALLIANCE

4224 i AVE

38758 ! ON

55799 ¡ YORK

18 ! 9.908342

27042 i 2.593568

120248 ! 1.101403

3710 I 4.579927

Table 8 - Term Weight Table

$TR. ID T. ORDER KEYWORD TERM ID I TFIOF. ..WEIGHT
....203.954.
203954

20395.4,
203954

ALLIANCE

AVE

YORK

ON

2523

4224

55799

38758

2.477086

0.648392

0.275351

1.144982

Table 9 - Street Term Detail Table

Step 3. We create the postal code reference table. The postal code reference table allocates
segments of a street or groups of streets into 6-digit postal code standardized by Canada Post
Corporation. Table 10 is a list of postal codes along the street "Alliance Ave". In urban areas,
the odd and even house numbers along a street are allocated typically to different postal
codes as they represent different sides of the street. In rural areas and suburbs, a postal code
may cover a group of streets, even a small community. The lacks of standard and dynamic
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changes in addresses pose both challenges and opportunities in the development of efficient
address management systems.

¦¦S&CHfc. STR ID ¦¡3ËL· STR FROM STRTO posfeose

86058p

.860579.
860582

...8605.78...
860581

203954 2

203954

203954

....203954
203954

J370
391

500

501

456

....5.5JL
562

456

M6N2H8

M6N2J1

M6N2J2

560 ]...M6N2J4
616 ¡ M6N2J5

Table 10 - Postal Code Reference Table

2.3.2 Approximate Address Matching Software
Our approximate address matching software can match or correct an address with errors by
ranking its top 10 most similar reference addresses. First, our software extracts the potential
street number from the address string, and splits the address string into the token of address
terms. Second, our software searches the related reference streets from the street term detail
table by filtering the input address terms, and it adds the potential street number to the token
of their street reference terms. It then computes the term-weighted dissimilarity between
inputting address and addresses in the reference dataset. Finally, it will rank the similar
distances and display top 10 candidates.

The software of Approximate Address Matching is composed of 3 components: Address
Searching, Address Similarity Ranking and Postal Code Validating. Address Searching will
split the input address into the address terms token and search the reference streets by
keywords or similar keywords. Employing 3 similarity algorithms, Term-Weighted
Dissimilarity, Vector Space Model and Edit Distance, Address Similarity Ranking will
compute the 3 similarity distances between input address and reference streets and rank their
distances to find the most similar reference streets. Postal Code Validating will validate the
similar reference streets and street number with related postal code. As the address changes
are on-going and dynamic, sometime new addresses could not be validated by postal codes.
The software will output the matched addresses with or without validated postal code. The
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Figure 7 below is a Screenshot of the implementation of the Approximate Address Matching
software.

Input Address Database: input Address List:
B rower

Table Name:

lnpul Field:

Ranking: Term-Weighted Distance

Matching Set: i Top 5 Ranking

[>N1

3 ST MARKS TORONTO ON

Searching. O Keywords © Similar Keywords

Matching top Exit

Address Matching: -¦ '
© Standard Address Database
Matching:

Matching Output
R ank, D ¡stance, Addr_N urn, S treet, PC, S earching
1 , 0.3459, 3, SAINT MARKS RD TORONTO ON, M6S2H5, 3 ST MARKS TORONTO ON
2, 0.3599, 3, MARK ST TORONTO ON, M5A1Z3, 3 ST MARKS TORONTO ON
3, 0.401 G, 3, PARK ST TORONTO ON, M1N2M9, 3 ST MARKS TORONTO ON
4, 0.401G, 3, LARK ST TORONTO ON, M4L3M5, 3 ST MARKS TORONTO ON
5, 0.4025, 3, STEWART ST TORONTO ON,, 3 ST MARKS TORONTO ON

Figure 7 - The Screenshot of Approximate Address Matching Software

This software was coded by C# on Microsoft Visual Studio 2005. It is implemented in the
MS Windows desktop environment and can be easily converted to an online application.
During the development, we have considered following factors:

1 . Size of database,
2. Expansion and transferability of the database,
3. Ongoing maintenance of the database,
4. Computing speed,
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5. Potential application in other areas, e.g., health care.

2.4 Experimental Results

We now present some experimental results comparing our Term-Weighted dissimilarity with
the Edit distance and the Vector Space Model.

Example 1: Find matches for the address "354 ROUGE HL TORONTO ON". The Table 1 1
shows a list of candidate matches for the address based on our Term-Weighted Dissimilarity.
The Table 12 is a list of candidate matches for the address based on VSM Distance. The

Table 1 3 describes a list of candidate matches for the address based on Edit Distance. As we

can see, all three distances lead to the same candidate "354 ROUGE HILLS DR TORONTO
ONM1C2Z5".

Our Term-Weighted dissimilarity technique identified the correct candidate at the first place.
The Term-Weighted dissimilarity is ranked by the ascending order.

RANK DISTANCE ADDR NUM STREET POSTCODE VALIDATION

0.399& "¡35*: ROUGE HILLS DR TORONTO ON M1C2Z5- Yésh:

0.4165 354 UPPER ROUGE TRAIL TORONTO ON No

0.4165 354 ROYAL ROUGE TRAIL TORONTO ON No

0.4165 354 POINT ROUGE TRAIL TORONTO ON No

0.4392 354 YORE RD TORONTO ON No

0.4392 354 SCARBOROUGH TORONTO ON No

0.4519 354 ROUGE HIGHLAND DR TORONTO ON M1C2V4 No

0.47 354 ROUGE RIVER DR TORONTO ON No

0.4743 354 TORONTO TORONTO ON No

10 0.4743 354 TYLERPLTORONTOON No

Table 1 1 - Term-Weighted Dissimilarity Ranking
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The VSM distance is ranked by the descending order. The VSM model ranked the correct
candidate at the seventh place.

:W0m

io

iDISWJQR

0.9209

0.8266

0.7738

0.646

0.4794

0.4612

0.42341

0.3898

0.3768

0.3765

AOBRJiMMs:
354

354 SOUTHLAWN DR TORONTO ON

354

354

354

354

.354

354

354

STREET

SOUTHLEA AVE TORONTO ON

ROUGE HIGHLAND DR TORONTO ON

ROUGE HIGHLAND DR SCARBOROUGH ON

UPPER HIGHLAND CRES TORONTO ON

ROUGE RIVER DR TORONTO ON

ROUGE HILLS DR TORONTO ONr

POINT ROUGE TRAIL TORONTO ON

UPPER ROUGE TRAIL TORONTO ON

354 ROYAL ROUGE TRAILTORONTO ON

PQSTjEPDfc

M1C2V4

M1C2V4

MÌC2Z5Ì:

VAUDATION

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes;:

No

No

No

Table 12 - VSM Distance Ranking

The Edit Distance is ranked by the ascending order. The Edit Distance found the correct
candidate at the fifth place.

RANK

10

DISTANCE ADDR NUM

354

354

354

354

¦354

354

354

354

354

STREET

GRANGE PL TORONTO ON

RODEN PLTORONTO ON

RIDGE DR TORONTO ON

YONGE ST TORONTO ON

ROUGEHILtS DRTORONTO ONï:

FOURTH ST TORONTO ON

GEORGE ST TORONTO ON

FEE PL TORONTO ON

DOURO ST TORONTO ON

354 HOPE ST TORONTO ON

POSTCODE

M5B1S5

P1C2Z5;?

M5A2N3

VALIDATION

No

No

No

No

?«.;?

No

No

No

No

No

Table 13 - Edit Distance Ranking
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Example 2: We choose randomly 200 addresses from a customers' contact table. We want to
standardize those addresses and validate those addresses by attaching the correct postal
codes. Our Approximate Address Matching software generates for each address 10 most
similar reference addresses and postal codes. We validate the reference addresses and postal
codes which is listed in Appendix A. Table 14 shows the correct match rates accumulated by
the top ranking levels for three different similarity metrics. Comparing their address matching
rates, our Term-Weighted Dissimilarity achieved the best performance. It generated the 94
correct addresses and a 47% matching rate in the Rank 1, and 142 correct addresses and a
71% matching rate in the rank 1 to 5.

Term-Weighted Dissimilarity VSM Distance Edit Distance

Rank Count #_Acc % Ace Count #_Ace %_Acc Count # Ace % Ace

94 94 47.0% 69 69 34.5% 61 61 30.5%

23 117 58.5% 24 93 46.5% 31 92 46.0%

11 128 64.0% 11 104 52.0% 13 105 52.5%

136 68.0% 113 56.5% 113 56.5%

142 71.0% 115 57.5% 115 57.5%

6-10 146 73.0% 124 62.0% 16 131 65.5%

Table 14 - Accumulated Matching Rates by Rank

80,0%

70,0%

60,0%

50,0%

40.0%

6-10

Edit Distance

30,0%

12 3 4

«¡if«, Term-Weighted Distance —ß— VSM Distance

Figure 8 - Accumulated Matching Rate by Rank
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In Figure 8, our Term-Weighted dissimilarity greatly enhanced the matched rate than VSM
distance and Edit distance, for the Term-Weighted dissimilarity's matching rate of top 1 rank
was higher than the top 2 rank of two others, and the Term-Weighted dissimilarity's
matching rate of top 5 rank was higher than the top 10 rank of two others. It is much easier
for validating the matching candidates if the best candidate can be ranked at the first place or
top 5 places. We have improved the matching accuracy at both the total of matching count
and the ranking place.

Example 3: In order to achieve the best performance for Term-Weighted Dissimilarity, we
modified different parameters (m, n) to define six Term-Weighted dissimilarities below. In

addition, we also use both character dissimilarity R and term dissimilarity /?f that are
essential similarity measurements for the Term-Weighted Dissimilarity. We test same 200
addresses used in example 2 and compare their matching rates.

disl = ^l (12)
2

dis2=m^- (13)
dis3=i^l (14)

4

dis4 = (15)3

j. _ ? + 3*«* ¦disS = (16)

dis6 = yjR2 + Rt2 (17)
dis7 = R (18)

dis8 = R1 (19)

By comparing their matching rates accumulated by the top ranking levels, in Table 15 and
Table 16, the similarity distance dis2 achieved the best performance. The six Term-
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Weighted dissimilarities achieve around 70% matching rate, but the distances, disi, dis2,
and dis3 achieve the better matching rate more than 45% at top 1 place.

Rank

disi

Count # Ace %_Acc

dis2

Count #_Acc % Ace

'mm,
Count #_Ace % ACC

90 90 45.0% 94 94 47.0% 90 90 45.0%
26 116 58.0% 23 117 58.5% 26 116 58.0%

11 127 63.5% 11 128 64.0% 12 128 64.0%

135 67.5% 136 68.0% 136 68.0%

137 68.5% 142 71.0% 141 70.5%

6-10 140 70.0% 146 73.0% 145 72.5%

Table 15 - Matching Rates of Term-Weighted Dissimilarity 1

Rank Count

dis4

# Ace % Ace

d¡s5

Count # ACC % Ace Count

dis6

«LAcc % Ace

86 86 43.0% 83 83 41.5% 83 83 41.5%

28 114 57.0% 30 113 56.5% 28 111 55.5%

10 124 62.0% 10 123 61.5% 11 122 61.0%

131 65.5% 128 64.0% 131 65.5%

134 67.0% 130 65.0% 134 67.0%

6-10 139 69.5% 8 138 69.0% 138 69.0%

Table 16 - Matching Rates of Term-Weighted Dissimilarity 2

We also compare the best Term-Weighted dissimilarity dis2 with character dissimilarity
disi (R) and term dissimilarity dis8(R ) shown in Table 17. The character dissimilarity R
achieve a higher matching rate 67% at top 10 place than the term dissimilarity R , but less
matching rate 35% at top 1 place than term dissimilarity/? . Best of all, our Term-Weighted
dissimilarity improve the matching rates to 47% at top 1 place and 73% at top 10 places.
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Rank

Term-weighted dissimilarity (dis2) 1 Character dissimilarity (dis7)
Count #_Aee %„Acc Count #_Acc % Ace

Term dissimilarity (dis8>
Count # Ace %_Ace

94 94 47.0% 71 71 35.5% 78 78 39.0%

23 117 58.5% 29 100 50.0% 19 97 48.5%

11 128 64.0% 13 113 56.5% 106 53.0%

136 68.0% 119 59.5% 113 56.5%

142 71.0% 121 60.5% 117 58.5%

6-10 146 73.0% 13 134 67.0% 8 125 62.5%

Table 17 - Best Matching Term-Weighted Dissimilarity

80,0%

70,0%

60,0%

50,0%

40.0% ™™ir*™d¡s8

30,0%

20,0%
6-10

Figure 9 - Best Matching Term-Weighted Dissimilarity

In Figure 9, the character dissimilarity R achieves better matching rate overall than the term
dissimilarity R1, but the term dissimilarity Rc achieves better the top 1 place. Our Term-
Weighted dissimilarity inherits the advantages of character dissimilarity R and term
dissimilarity i?f, and achieves superior matching accuracy.
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Chapter 3

Location Based Service: Mobile LBS

Web based Location-Based Service (LBS) has been growing rapidly. It ranges from the
traditional phone list e.g., Canada411.ca [23], map driven business list like maps.google.com
to the specific real estate info e.g., www.zoocasa.com. The backbone of these applications is
a powerful information retrieval (IR) [1] and information extraction (IE) engine that
aggregate the user required content instantly over the Internet, and offer it to their users. The
key advantage is that they offer the most updated information, for free (at least for the
moment). Due to a number of limitations, mobile users still encounter many difficulties when
they use wireless device to require online LBS services. Providing a convenient access to the
online LBS information for wireless users is a challenging problem and also a business
opportunity. We focus on building intelligent agents to provide online LBS via .wireless
Internet accessing. Such an agent, based on address identification, can analyze the content of
certain Web pages (ex. Yellow Pages) to search desired LBS information. We propose an
ontology-based conceptual information retrieval approach combined with tree structure
matching and the nearest neighbour methods to perform this task. A prototype, Routelnfo
Mobile LBS for automobile drivers, has been developed to perform LBS searching, mapping
and route finding.

3.1 Address Extraction Algorithm

For efficient Address extraction in online LBS information searching, we propose an
ontology-based conceptual information retrieval approach and combined it with tree structure
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matching and the nearest neighbouring methods. Namely, we will extract address information
from unstructured texts with the following steps.
Step 1: Address Tree Discovering: We extract the potential address candidates from plain
texts which contain the similar address structure.

Step 2: Address Evaluation: We detect the incorrect address candidates which contain
incorrect or unknown address information.

Step 3: Address Validation: The real address information is validated against its candidates
by address geo-coding.

3.1.1 Pre-defined Address Concept
We define the common tree structure as an address domain in Figure 10 below, which
includes a set of concepts: <Street number>, <Street>, <Municipality> and <Province>. The
concept <Street> includes the concepts of <Street Name>, <Street Type> and <Direction>.
Some address concepts, e.g. <Direction> or <Unit>, may not exist at an address tree
representation. For example, the address "205-501 Alliance Ave, Toronto, ON M6N 2Jl" is
composed by six conceptual segments: <ON: Province>, <Toronto: Municipality>, <Alliance
Ave: Street>, <501: Street number>, <205: Unit>, <M6N 2Jl: Postal code>.

We create the pre-defined address concepts based on CanMap® Streetfiles [28] which
provides nationwide street network with associated street names and address ranges. Address
geo-coding also uses same street network to validate the potential address extracted from
Web pages. In order to minimize the size of concept dataset, we do not consider the detailed
street number as a pre-defined concept. For instance, using the street data in Table 18, we
created the address concepts in Table 19. We also create the same type of address concepts
based on the abbreviations and their originals. Some of concepts may be defined with two or
more types. For example, <Sherbrooke: Municipality> and <Sherbrooke: Street Name>,
<Avenue: Street Name> and <Avenue: Street Type>.
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I Unit J

Street Number

t
________ Street ^_______^
I Street Name I I Street Type I I Direction I

Municipality

Province

Figure 10 - Address Tree Structure

J=HOWJWT I TOLgFT 1 fflOMRIOHr 1 TORIGHT STHÉETNAME mmEmmmmmmmmfiMmmmm

TORONTO TORONTO
JOEL
SWIRSKY TORONTO TORONTO

ON ON

TORONTO ON ON

WEST GATE

SHEPPARD

2145 I AVENUE TORONTO TORONTO

Table 18 - Detailed Street Data

CONCEPT TYPE

ALMORE Street Name

JOEL SWIRSKY Street Name

W. R. ALLEN Street Name

DEQUINCY Street Name

WEST GATE Street Name

SHEPPARD Street Name

AVENUE Street Type
AVE Street Type
BLVD Street Type
RD Street Type
W Direction

TORONTO Municipality
ON Province

Table 19 - Pre-Defined Concept
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3.1.2 Address Tree Discovering
The address tree discovering is to extract the potential address candidates from plain texts
which contain address concepts matched by the address tree structure. First, we split
unstructured plain text into a series of segments. Each segment will be recognized as one or
more address concepts by matching pre-defined address concepts, For example, the segment,
"Ontario", will be cloned to two concepts: <Ontario: Province> and <Ontario: Street Name>.
The numeric segment will be considered as the concept of <Street Number>. However, if
there are two more numeric segments, they will be cloned automatically into two concepts:
<Street Number> and <Unit>. Only address concepts will be extracted and other unknown
segments will be ignored. The address tree discovering thus forms the address concept
sequence. For example, the address, "1202 Kingston AVE Ottawa ON", is split into the
address segments in Figure 11, and then transferred to the address concept sequence in Figure
12.

1202 ¦—¦; Kington ; — ·: AVE t~--. Ottawa ON :

Figure 1 1 - Address Segment

1202 ;
<Street I

: Number> ¦

Kingston
< Street
Name>

<Unit> i ? Municipality!

AVE

< Street
Type>

Ottawa
< Street
Name>

Municipality!

ON

Province ·
> ¦

Figure 12 - Address Concept Sequence

The address tree discovering then assembles the possible tree candidates from the address
concept sequence which contains enough address concepts. Cloned concepts, from the same
segment, cannot be assembled to the same tree candidate. An address tree candidate can not
contain the same type of address concepts. The address tree discovering can assemble the
number of tree candidates based on cloned concepts. For example, the address concept
sequence in Figure 12 is assembled to two tree candidates in Figure 13 and 14.
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<Unrt>

I
1292: < Street N umber >

I
Ottawa: «Street Name> —AVE: «Street Type> — «Direction»

I
Kingston: «Municipality»

I
ON: « Province »

Figure 1 3 - Address Tree Candidates 1

<Unit>

I
1202: < street N umber >

I
Kingston: < street Name» —AV E: «Street Type» — «Direction»

I
Ottawa: «Municipality»

I
OH: «Province»

Figure 14 - Address Tree Candidates 2

3.1.3 Address Evaluation

We detect incorrectly cloned address concepts in the address tree candidates. At the same
time, we filter the address tree candidates which contain too many unknown segments.
Nearest Neighbour is used to examine the relationship between address concepts. Confident
Index is used to examine the proportion of unknown segments.

In the nearest neighbour evaluation, based on the recognizable address format, we examine
the relationship of address concepts in their segment sequence. <Street Name>, <Street
Type> and <Direction> will be merged into the type of <Street> at same time, because the
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<Street> could be represented by different styles. For example, "Bloor St W" is in an order of
<Street Name>, <Street Type> and <Direction>; "Boul Queen N" is in an order of <Street
Type>, <Street Name> and <Direction>; "West Shawnigan Lake RD" is in an order of
<Direction>, <Street Name>, <Street Type>.

We determine an incorrect address candidate which conflicts with the nearest neighbour
rules. Five nearest neighbour rules proposed for our system are listed blow.
Rule 1: The neighbours of <Street Number> are two options which is <Street> only, or
which is <Unit> and <Street>.

Rule 2: <Street Name>, <Street Type> and <Direction> are a chain of neighbours which is
not interrupted by any other concept.
Rule 3: The neighbours of <Street> are two options which is <Street Number> and
<Municipality>, or which is the <Street Number> and <Unit>.
Rule 4: The neighbours of <Municipality> are two options which is <Street> and
<Province>, or which is the <Unit> and <Province>.
Rule 5: The nearest neighbour of <Province> is the <Municipality>.

For example, evaluating the address candidate Figure 13 which is assembled from the address
concept sequence in Figure 15, the neighbour of <1022: Street Number> is the <Kingston:
Municipality>, which is a conflict by Rule 1; the neighbours of <Kingston: Municipality> are
the <1202: Street Number> and <AVE: Street Type>, which is a conflict by Rule 4; the
neighbours of <Ottawa: Street Name> are the <AVE: Street Type> and <ON: Province>,
which is a conflict by Rule 3; the nearest neighbour of <ON: Province> is the <Ottawa: Street
Name>, which is a conflict by Rule 5.

: 1202 : : Kingston
: < Street · : iStœei
¦ Number> · ; feuiftjs
: ; : <
• üjßjtä, · -Municipality

Figure 15 - Address Evaluation
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Simultaneously, we filter address tree candidates which contain too many unknown
segments. As original plain text may contain other unknown segments which are ignored in
address concept sequence. Many company names contain certain address concepts which
need to be filtered, for example, "Toronto Antiques On King", "Re/Max of 100 Mile House",
or "Gifford's Highway 4 Wholesale". So, the potential address candidate is considered as an
incorrect address if its minimum range of original text contains too many unknown segments

The confident index is the proportion of address concepts in their minimum range of original
plain text. Let Nconcept be the number of address concept segments and N be the number of
minimum range of original segments. The Confident Index C is defined as

/ iVconcept

C =^T PO)
The Confident Index C can lie between 0 and 1.C = I means that The higher confident index
is requested, the fewer unknown segments are expected.

3.1.4 Address Validating
Postal code can be used to verify the validity of an address. Using postal code reverse
searching from Canada Post Corporation [29], we can verify the street and municipality. In
order to be coupled with online mapping and other GIS application later, we choose address
geo-coding as the address validation. First, we standardize each address element. For
example, <Street Type: Avenue> will be transferred to <Street Type: AVE>, and <Direction:
West> will be transferred to <Direction: W>. Then we will assign the latitude and longitude
coordinate to a real address by searching TIGER-format the detailed roads database.
However, if we can not geo-code an updated address using the detailed roads database, we
cannot treat this new address as a wrong or unreal address.
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3.2 Routeinfo Mobile LBS

The service-oriented Routelnfo Mobile LBS system in Figure 16 is composed of two parts:
service provider and client consumers. LBS Web Service provides online to LBS client. It
automatically searches the number of LBS providers for online LBS information requested by
clients and it responds to clients with available LBS only. Routelnfo Windows Client is a rich
client application for Windows users, and Routelnfo Mobile Web Client is a thin client
application for portable device users.

LBS Web Service

IL««?·»*!«»** <0«*»-«N!»!«mwitj6
0»:*lí*:»«t X^mSi Si-mmitteiaEMMmLBS Providers

0»*lix**s 2?***f?«**«
Xt«ms*« »Çla*»«i**g£

ÍSSS!S¡8SCS8aS3ÍÍSgC

LBS C ient f«

«S
ra

Figure 16 - Routelnfo Mobile LBS
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3.2.1 Routeinfo LBS Web Service

LBS Web Service is composed of four components:
1 . address Geo-coding
2. address extraction for online LBS searching
3. online mapping
4. online route finding

The location Geo-coding Web method assigns or reverses the latitude-longitude coordinates
to an address and find a street address for a given latitude-longitude coordinate. The online
LBS searching is responsible for LBS searching by extracting postal address from Web pages
via batches of links and URLs. The mapping component provides the street map for the Geo-
coded address. The route finding component delivers an efficient route planning strategy to
guide the driver from the start point to the end goal.

In the Geo-coding process, a latitude-longitude coordinate can be attached to the address, and
other way around, given a location with latitude-longitude coordinates, the nearest street
address will be identified and assigned to it. User can input the location information in any
format, such as 501 Alliance Ave Toronto ON M6N 2Jl, or 46.787878, -79.98989 which can
be provided by a Global Positioning System (GPS) device. The search engines can also
respond with more specific results by searching the postal code location M6N 2Jl rather than
the city of Toronto.

In the online LBS searching procedure, we extract LBS information by address identification
from Web pages. We start with a group of content providers, e.g., YellowPages.ca and
Canada411.ca. Based on user's input of keywords and locations, we explore the content
providers for LBS searching. Thereafter, it will automatically navigate a batch of URLs and
analyze the Web pages from the content providers. It will switch to search different content
providers if no relevant results are found. Thereafter, we apply the ontology-based conceptual
information retrieval approach to combine with the tree structure matching with the nearest
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neighbour methods to associate addresses in the selected Web pages. At the last stage all
address candidates are validated by location Geo-coding.

The mapping component displays the street map for the Geo-coded address. It uses digital
street map from DMTI Spatial to view detailed location. For future work the Google street
view can be integrated to generate a real visual effect.

The route finding [9] component generated an efficient route planning strategy to guide the
user from the start point to the end goal.

3.2.2 Routelnfo Windows Client

Routelnfo Windows Client uses a GPS device to pinpoint the location of the mobile user,
selects LBS Web Services and transmits the information via wireless Internet access to user.

The user can easily specify the searching location by a latitude-longitude coordinate an
address or region, and input keywords to automate the searching LBS information online. It
displays available online LBS on the street map, and provides the route planning and route
tracking.

3.2.3 Routelnfo Mobile Web Client

Routelnfo Mobile Web Client is a Web server designed for WAP-enabled portable device,
such as Cell phones, PDAs, etc. The Web client consumes LBS Web Service to search online
LBS information.

3.2.4 On-road Tests

We use Microsoft Internet Information Services 5 (IIS) as WWW Web Server and run LBS
Web Service on Windows Server 2003. We run Routelnfo Windows Client on Windows XP

Professional as the LBS client user, and choose Dell Axim X51 as the GPS receiver and

BlackBerry 713Oe as the wireless Internet connection in Figure 17.
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Figure 17 - On-road Test

On-road test in Toronto, Ontario: We started Routeinfo Windows Client in the vehicle. First,
we used the GPS receiver to automatically locate our position, Elkhorn Dr North York ON.
We inputted gasoline station to search online LBS information. Found more than 20 stations
round our location, we selected the nearest station as our destination, 3351 Bayview Ave
North York ON. Finally, we planned the nearest route and tracked detailed route to the
gasoline station.

On-road test in Vancouver, British Columbia: We started Routelnfo Windows Client in the
vehicle after we were lost on our way to the Sheraton hotel in Vancouver. First, we used the
GPS receiver to find our current location, "Oak St Vancouver BC". Then, we searched the
Sheraton hotel online and found the location, "1088 Burrard St Vancouver BC". Finally, we
planned an easy route from current position and arrived at the hotel by route tracking.

Based on the on-road tests, drivers can perform online LBS searching easily without complex
input procedures. Client application can greatly retrench the wireless Internet accessing by
using LBS Web Service, which responds by the LBS list only.

Although many features of our Routelnfo system have been implemented by commercial
software packages, our unique address matching algorithm provides superior success rate and
flexible route selection possibilities.
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Conclusion

Focused on problems of address matching, we have proposed the Term-weighted
dissimilarity algorithm to compare addresses. It is an address similarity measurement.
Comparing with standard addresses, we can use the best matched address to correct address
errors and standardize the searched address. Address matching can also be applied to address
de-duplication. To further improve the matching rate and reduce the matching time, we will
develop, in our future work, an address correction training procedure. Such a procedure
learns the common address errors and their corrections, and helps to correct some of address
errors before address matching procedure. With such a procedure, the address with smaller
errors will be more accurately and quickly matched. .

Focused on the problem of address identification, we have proposed an ontology-based
address extraction method to identify potential addresses from plain texts. It is a knowledge
identifying and information retrieving method. By extracting available addresses from Web
pages, we can find desired online LBS information. Address extraction method can also be
applied for LBS online information collection and synchronization.
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Appendix A
Validated Address Matching Results

We choose randomly 200 addresses, listed in column "Searched Address". The best matching
address is validated from top 10 matching candidates ranked by three distance metrics, Term-
Weighted dissimilarity (TW), Vector Space Model (VSM) and Edit distance (ED).

Num PC

TW

RK pis

VSM

RK OtS

EO

RK

25 PARKWAY FOREST DRIVE DR
TORONTO ON

PARKWAY FOREST DR TORONTO
ON

25 ST MARY'S TORONTO ON SAINT MARY ST TORONTO ON

25 ST-MARY TORONTO ON SAINT MARY ST TORONTO ON

25 VERMOUNT TORONTO ON VERMONT AVE TORONTO ON

26 HELEN AVENUE TORONTO ON HELENA AVE TORONTO ON

26 HOLYOAKI TORONTO ON HOLYOAKE CRES TORONTO ON

26 HUNTINDALE TORONTO ON

26 N EDGELEY TORONTO ON

267 DR ROYWOOD TORONTO ON ROYWOOD DR TORONTO ON

269 PORT ROYAL TORONTO ON
PORT ROYAL TRAIL TORONTO
ON

27 BERGAMONT RD TORONTO
ON

27 SANDBAR WILLOW WAY
ALLEY TORONTO ON

SANDBAR WILLOW WAY
TORONTO ON

27 STHRATHMORE TORONTO ON
STRATHMORE BLVD TORONTO
ON

275 CASANDRA TORONTO ON

28 BRITTANIA TORONTO ON BRITANNIA AVE TORONTO ON
283 WILDGRASS RD TORONTO
ON WILDCAT RD TORONTO ON

29 GRAYLE TORONTO ON
29 INGLENOOK CRT TORONTO
ON INGLEWOOD DR TORONTO ON

29 RIVER GV TORONTO ON RIVER GROVE DR TORONTO ON

2980 DON MILLS W TORONTO ON 2980 DON MILLS RD NORTH YORK ON

2-A AUBURN TORONTO ON AUBURN AVE TORONTO ON
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3 AUBURNDALE apt apt B
TORONTO ON AUBURNDALE CRT TORONTO ON

3 DETLLING TORONTO ON

3 ST MARKS TORONTO ON SAINT MARKS RD TORONTO ON

3 ST QUENTON TORONTO ON ST QUENTIN AVE TORONTO ON
301 OLD KINGSTON TORONTO
ON OLD YONGE ST TORONTO ON

3074 DON MILLS E TORONTO ON DON MILLS RD NORTH YORK ON M2J3C1 1

31 NTY-FIFTH TORONTO ON TWENTY FIFTH ST TORONTO ON

31 ST MARKS W TORONTO ON SAINT MARKS RD TORONTO ON

34 GOODWILL TORONTO ON

34 MURRICH TORONTO ON MCMURRICH ST TORONTO ON
34 STEPHEN FRANK TORONTO
ON STEPHEN DR TORONTO ON

35 ARCROFT TORONTO ON

35 DEER PK TORONTO ON DEER PARK CRES TORONTO ON M4V2C5
35 WOODROW BL N TORONTO
ON

NORTH WOODROW BLVD
TORONTO ON

36 RUSHOLME PK TORONTO ON
RUSHOLME PARKCRES
TORONTO ON

363 EGLINGTON W TORONTO ON EGLINTON AVE W TORONTO ON

37 FLORENCE CR YORK
TORONTO ON FLORENCE CRES TORONTO ON

37 LIONEL HTS TORONTO ON
LIONEL HEIGHTS CRES
TORONTO ON

371 ELLIS PK TORONTO ON ELLIS PARK RD TORONTO ON

38 ST ANDREWS BD TORONTO
ON

SAINT ANDREWS BLVD
TORONTO ON

38 STRATHEARN BL 31 THELMA
TORONTO ON

STRATHEARN BLVD TORONTO
ON

38 TY HILLS TRL TORONTO ON MISTY HILLS TRAIL TORONTO ON

3864-A BLOOR W FL FLR 2
TORONTO ON BLOOR ST W TORONTO ON

4 ST REGIS CR N TORONTO ON
SAINT REGIS CRES N TORONTO
ON

4 WHITE CAP TORONTO ON WHITE BIRCH RD TORONTO ON
4075 OLD DUNDAS W TORONTO
ON OLD DUNDAS ST YORK ON

408 BARTLETT TORONTO ON BARTLETT AVE N TORONTO ON
41 LN MARKBROOK TORONTO
ON

MARKBROOK LANE TORONTO
ON

412 45 FORTY-SECOND
TORONTO ON

FORTY SECOND ST TORONTO
ON

42 PLATEAU TORONTO ON PLATEAU CRES TORONTO ON

43 GLENBORO PK TORONTO ON

44 CHALRES W TORONTO ON CHARLES ST W TORONTO ON

44 SOUTH EDGLAY TORONTO ON
SOUTH EDGELY AVE TORONTO
ON

442 WESTMORELAND NORTH
TORONTO ON

WESTMORELAND AVE N
TORONTO ON
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45 DUNSFIELD TORONTO ON DUNFIELD AVE TORONTO ON

45 ST THOMAS TORONTO ON ST NICHOLAS ST TORONTO ON

45 WYNFORD CR HTS TORONTO
ON WYNFORD DR TORONTO ON

45 WYNFORD CRES HTS
TORONTO ON WYNFORD DR TORONTO ON

46 LIBERTY E TORONTO ON EAST LIBERTY ST TORONTO ON M6K3P2

46 NBOW RIDGE TORONTO ON
RAINBOW RIDGE AVE TORONTO
ON

46 STALBRI DGE AV TORONTO
ON ^_^ STANBRIDGE CRT TORONTO ON

5 LEVUE CR TORONTO ON

5 PARKSINSON RD TORONTO ON
PARKINGTON CRES TORONTO
ON

5 VICORA WAY TORONTO ON VICORA LINKWAY TORONTO ON

51 ST OLAVE1S TORONTO ON

52 DEMSPTER STREET
TORONTO ON DEMPSTER ST TORONTO ON

522 SALEM NORTH TORONTO ON SALEM AVE N TORONTO ON

53 MARGUETIE TORONTO ON MARQUETTE AVE TORONTO ON

54 POPLAR HTS TORONTO ON
POPLAR HEIGHTS DR TORONTO
ON

54 WHISPERING WILOWAY
PATHWAY TORONTO ON

WHISPERING WILLOW PTWAY
TORONTO ON

55 ELLESLIE TORONTO ON

55 HOWARK PK TORONTO ON
HOWARD PARK AVE TORONTO
ON

557 OSSIGNTON RD TORONTO
ON OSSINGTON AVE TORONTO ON M6G3T4

559 THE WEST TORONTO ON THE WEST MALL TORONTO ON M9C1G4

569 SHEPIPARD WEST TORONTO
ON

57 RTY-FIFTH TORONTO ON THIRTY FIFTH ST TORONTO ON

59 NDVIEW AV TORONTO ON DOWNSVIEW AVE TORONTO ON

59 WOODHEAD CR TORONTO ON
ROBERT WOODHEAD CRES
TORONTO ON

6 NOGONASH TORONTO ON NOGANOSH RD TORONTO ON

6 POINT GREY TORONTO ON POINT GREY CRES TORONTO ON

60 BURNHAMTHOPRE CR
TORONTO ON

BURNHAMTHORPE CRES
TORONTO ON M9A1G7

60 PLEASANT BOULVEARD
TORONTO ON PLEASANT BLVD TORONTO ON

60 SHAUNAVON HTS TORONTO
ON

SHAUNAVON HEIGHTS CRES
TORONTO ON

620 NORTHCLIFF TORONTO ON
NORTHCLIFFE BLVD TORONTO
ON

63 DICOMBE HL TORONTO ON
WIDDICOMBE HILL BLVD
TORONTO ON

63 HAVENBROOKE TORONTO ON
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63 HUMBER TRL FRNT FRONT
TORONTO ON HUMBER TRAIL TORONTO ON M6S4C2

63 WIDDICOMBE HILL TORONTO
ON

63 WIDDICOMBE HL TORONTO
ON

WIDDICOMBE HILL BLVD
TORONTO ON

65 EMMETT YORK TORONTO ON EMMETT AVE TORONTO ON

65 ENCREST CIRCUIT TORONTO
ON

65 FORD HEIGHTS CR TORONTO
ON

WYNFORD HEIGHTS CRES
TORONTO ON

65 RD FOREST MANOR
TORONTO ON

FOREST MANOR RD TORONTO
ON

65 WYNFOLD HTS TORONTO ON
WYNFORD HEIGHTS CRES
TORONTO ON M3C1L7

650 BRAIR HL TORONTO ON

650 PARLAI MENT TORONTO ON PARLIAMENT ST TORONTO ON

66 CLIVEDON TORONTO ON CLIVEDEN AVE TORONTO ON

67 VANBRUGN TORONTO ON VANBRUGH AVE TORONTO ON M1N3T1

69 HALG TORONTO ON HAIG AVE TORONTO ON

6-A GREENLAW TORONTO ON GREENLAW AVE TORONTO ON

7 LESLIE GARDEN TORONTO ON
LESLIE GARDENS LANE
TORONTO ON

7 ST STEVENS CT TORONTO ON
SAINT STEVENS CRT TORONTO
ON

7 WESTCHESTER ROAD RD
TORONTO ON

WESTCHESTER RD TORONTO
ON

70 CHARTLAND TORONTO ON
CHARTLAND BLVD S TORONTO
ON

703 BRJAR HL TORONTO ON BRIAR HILL AVE TORONTO ON

71 PRINCE PHILLIP TORONTO ON
PRINCE PHILIP BLVD TORONTO
ON 10

735 DON MILLS RD TORONTO ON

735 DON MILLS TORONTO ON DON MILLS RD NORTH YORK ON M3C1S9

74 EDGELY AV S TORONTO ON
SOUTH EDGELY AVE TORONTO
ON

74 SUITANA TORONTO ON SULTANA AVE TORONTO ON

743 STEELES TORONTO ON STEELES AVE W TORONTO ON

75 ALFORD TORONTO ON ALFORD CRES TORONTO ON

75 PARKWAY FL FLR 3 TORONTO
ON PARKWAY AVE TORONTO ON

76 ELESWORTH TORONTO ON ELLSWORTH AVE TORONTO ON

777 WILSON HTS TORONTO ON
WILSON HEIGHTS BLVD
TORONTO ON

78 ORCHARDCORFT CR
TORONTO ON

ORCHARDCROFT CRES
TORONTO ON '

78 ST-PATRICK TORONTO ON SAINT PATRICK ST TORONTO ON

8 ESTERBROOK TORONTO ON
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8 PARK VISTA STREET NE
TORONTO ON PARK VISTA TORONTO ON

8 ST MORITZ WAY TORONTO ON ST EMILION WAY TORONTO ON

8 WILDWOOD TL TORONTO ON WILDWOOD CRES TORONTO ON
80 ANTIBES DRIVES TORONTO
ON ANTIBES DR TORONTO ON

80 GUESTLIVE AV TORONTO ON GUESTVILLE AVE TORONTO ON

81 CLEADVIEW HEIGHTS
TORONTO ON CLEARVIEW HTS TORONTO ON

84 BEVERLY GLEN
SCARBOROUGH ON

BEVERLY GLEN BLVD
SCARBOROUGH ON

86 BRAODWAY TORONTO ON BROADWAY AVE TORONTO ON
87 CUFFLEY SOUTH TORONTO
ON CUFFLEY CRES S TORONTO ON

89 CASTELGROVE TORONTO ON
CASTLEGROVE BLVD TORONTO
ON

89 GOLFWOODE HEIGHTS
TORONTO ON

892 STCLAIR WEST UPPR UPPER
TORONTO ON ST CLAIR AVE W TORONTO ON M6C1C5

9 ALLANVALE TORONTO ON ALLENVALE AVE TORONTO ON

9 DEVONRIDGE TORONTO ON
DEVONRIDGE CRES TORONTO
ON

9 GLENBOROUGH PK TORONTO
ON

GLENBOROUGH PARK CRES
TORONTO ON

9 LINGTONG TORONTO ON LANGTON AVE TORONTO ON

) PLUMROSE TORONTO ON PLUMROSE BLVD TORONTO ON

91 LILINGTON AVENYE TORONTO
ON

925 ST CLAIR TORONTO ON ST CLAIR AVE W TORONTO ON

95 THORNCLIFFE PK TORONTO
ON

THORNCLIFFE PARK DR
TORONTO ON

951 CASTELFIELD TORONTO ON CASTLEFIELD AVE TORONTO ON

95-A MILLER FL FLR 1 TORONTO
ON MILLER ST TORONTO ON

97 KINGSMOUNT TORONTO ON
KINGSMOUNT PARK RD
TORONTO ON

998 ST-CLAIR WESTTORONTO
ON ST CLAIR AVE W TORONTO ON

251 THISTL DOWN TORONTO ON
THISTLEDOWN BLVD TORONTO
ON

33 VERSITTY ROAD TORONTO
ON VARSITY RD TORONTO ON M6S4N6

34 MATARI CR TORONTO ON

4 FOBERS ROAD TORONTO ON

42 CATHERWOUD TORONTO ON
CATHERWOOD CRT TORONTO
ON

5 RESNE CRT TORONTO ON DUFRESNE CRT TORONTO ON M3C1B8

58 WINETTE TORONTO ON WINNETT AVE TORONTO ON M6C3L3

90 MONELLE TORONTO ON

96 TRITHEWAY TORONTO ON 96 TRETHEWEY DR TORONTO ON
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97 SALLÓME DRIVE TORONTO
ON

973 TINGWOOD DRIVE TORONTO
ON

29 PHILP AVENUE TORONTO ON

33 HELENDALE TORONTO ON HELENDALE AVE TORONTO ON M4R1C5

3315 MIDLAND TORONTO ON MIDLAND AVE TORONTO ON

35 CANWOODS DR TORONTO ON
DUNCANWOODS DR TORONTO
ON M9L2C6

4 COT PL TORONTO ON MASCOT PL TORONTO ON

40 ST ANNE'S TORONTO ON SAINT ANNE S RD TORONTO ON

41 SEVENTEETH STREET
TORONTO ON

42 HUMBER TORONTO ON HUMBER TRAIL TORONTO ON M6S4C1

45 FIREWOOD TORONTO ON
48 NIELSON AVNUE TORONTO
ON

50 SSOMFIELD DR TORONTO ON
BLOSSÖMFIELD DR TORONTO
ON

56 HOMESDALE TORONTO ON

60 CELL SQUARE TORONTO ON

63 WIDICOMBER HL TORONTO
ON

WIDDICOMBE HILL BLVD
TORONTO ON

68 FOUTH TORONTO ON FOURTH ST TORONTO ON

7 CASSIA DRIVE TORONTO ON VIA CASSIA DR TORONTO ON

8 ADELAIDE WEST TORONTO ON ADELAIDE ST W TORONTO ON

8 ST ANDREW'S TORONTO ON

9 SCENT PL TORONTO ON CRESCENT PL TORONTO ON

25A YORKRIDGE TORONTO ON YORK RIDGE RD TORONTO ON

37 THISTLE DOWN BV TORONTO
ON

THISTLEDOWN BLVD TORONTO
ON

43 PARK E205 TORONTO ON PARK ST TORONTO ON

60 OLD MILLS TORONTO ON OLD MILL RD TORONTO ON

60 RANE AVENUE TORONTO ON

62 RIVERVIEW TORONTO ON RIVERVIEW GDNS TORONTO ON
69 HARTSON ROAD TORONTO
ON

83 MUNRO BV TORONTO ON MUNRO BLVD TORONTO ON

9 DOOGLAS TORONTO ON DOUGLAS BLVD TORONTO ON M8V1S4

245 DUNEGAN ROAD TORONTO
ON

263 RUSSEL HL 2ND FLOOR
TORONTO ON RUSSELL HILL RD TORONTO ON

27 CODPMAN TORONTO ON COOPMAN PTWAY TORONTO ON
27 LOGERHEAD GV TORONTO
ON

287 HOLYBEREY EAST TORONTO
ON
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289 HARRVIE TORONTO ON HARVIE AVE TORONTO ON

302 WATERLOD TORONTO ON WATERLOO AVE TORONTO ON

31 LILLYWOOD TORONTO ON

354 ROUGE HL TORONTO ON ROUGE HILLS DR TORONTO ON

36 BECCA HL TORONTO ON
BECCA HALL TRAIL TORONTO
ON

36 HOLMCREST TTRL TORONTO
ON .

HOLMCREST TRAIL TORONTO
ON

40 WILLOCK TORONTO ON WILLCOCKS ST TORONTO ON

416 WESTWAY TORONTO ON THE WESTWAY TORONTO ON

42 REMO TR TORONTO ON SAN REMO TERR TORONTO ON M8Z6C6

44 ST JOSHEPH TORONTO ON ST JOSEPH ST TORONTO ON

45 CARLTOR STREET TORONTO
ON CARLTON ST TORONTO ON

45 PROVENCE TORONTO ON PROVENCE TRAIL TORONTO ON

98 BIRDGEND SREET TORONTO
ON BRIDGEND ST TORONTO ON
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